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bitcoin, visa versa.Small-scale drilling may be the closest thing to a panacea for wind-killing
surface rocks, though. That’s the finding of scientists reporting in the Oct. 3 issue of the journal
Nature that researchers have developed a way of turning rock into bricks-like aggregates that
can withstand colossal wind forces. “This is a laboratory-to-prototype-to-industrial-scale,” said
study co-author Karin Swanson of San Jose State University in California. “This would help make
wind turbines cheaper, because you could make the blades out of compacted rock, which is
more durable than steel and aluminum.” Developing wind blades from less brittle materials is
one way to sidestep a price problem that has frustrated wind advocates: The blades must be as
lightweight as possible to maximize the amount of wind energy generated per unit of wind
machine size. Another approach, developed in the 1980s, is to make the blades out of giant steel
sheets stretched over a polymeric hub of sorts. But such blades are extremely difficult to roll out
once they are built. So for years engineers have sought to use less-brittle materials, such as
glass, ceramics and wood, and even the newly developed specialty asphalt composites. But for
one reason or another, none of them has panned out. Only just recently have wind-blade
manufacturers been able to produce blades from a polymeric material, as in the Millennium
Blades from Nordex, now the world’s largest maker of wind blades. But that’s only a small step.
And wind blades made from glass, ceramics, wood or asphalt also have drawbacks. They are
very brittle and very susceptible to earthquakes and other seismic activity. With that in mind,
Swanson and a team of fellow researchers worked to discover new ways to make wind blades
more durable. The ultimate goal is to make blades out of those less brittle materials and then to
wind the blades around the hub of a conventional blade. So the team analyzed a pressure-vessellike machine called a
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